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Abstract. Two trac scheduling schemes, namely, non-pipelined and

pipelined scheduling, are considered for uniform trac in unidirectional
WDM rings. Their performances in terms of schedule length and throughput are compared. Optimal or near optimal schedules are obtained for
a given number of wavelengths, and a given number of transceivers per
node as well as their tuning time.

1 Introduction
Due to the lack of sophisticated optical logic devices, communications in alloptical Wavelength Division Multiplexed (WDM) networks are normally carried
out in a circuit-switching fashion to avoid conversions of data between electronic and optical domains at intermediate nodes. In addition, in order to reduce the control overhead involved in dynamically establishing connections, one
may schedule pre-determined communication patterns. This basically leads to
hybrid Time/Wavelength Division Multiplexed access wherein a connection will
be scheduled on a particular wavelength (assuming no wavelength conversion at
any intermediate node) during a particular time slot.
A typical communication pattern is uniform, all-to-all trac, which requires
each node in a network to send a unique message to every other node. Such a
pattern arises in many important parallel computing algorithms. Furthermore,
it is usually more bene cial to use a highly tuned schedule for the uniform trac
pattern than attempting to nd a schedule for a non-uniform but dense trac
pattern [1,2]. The schedule length is an important performance metric as it
a ects, for example, the throughput that can be achieved in the network.
The problem of trac scheduling in conventional networks has been studied
extensively (see, for example, [1{8]). Trac scheduling in broadcast-and-select
WDM networks based on star-couplers has also received much attention (see,
?
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for example, [9{12]). In this paper, we study the problem of scheduling trac in
WDM rings.
Our work (including those in [13{15]) di ers from other closely related work
(including those in [16,17]), in that we consider WDM rings with a limited number of wavelengths per link, and/or a limited number of transceivers per node.
The trac scheduling problem addressed in this work is unique (and more challenging) also because the tuning time of each transceiver will be considered.
Furthermore, we will consider pipelined transmissions, which is made possible
by two unique properties of optical transmissions, namely, unidirectional propagation and predictable propagation delay [18,19].
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give a general description of the WDM ring network to be considered as well as the
trac scheduling problem. Non-pipelined and pipelined transmission scheduling
schemes are studied in Section 3 and Section 4, respectively. Numerical results
on their performance in terms of schedule length and throughput are given in
Section 5. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 6.

2 Problem Description
We consider a unidirectional (e.g. clockwise) WDM ring having K wavelength
channels on each link and N nodes. At each node, there are T fully tunable
transceivers whose maximum tuning time is  seconds. Since the transceivers
can be pre-tuned, we will ignore the initial tuning time hereafter and accordingly,
consider the e ect of  only when T < K. We assume that there is no wavelength
conversion. For simplicity, it is also assumed that the propagation delay between
any two adjacent nodes is d seconds, and the network is globally synchronized.
We will study the scheduling problem for all-to-all uniform trac, in which each
node has one message of M bits to be sent to each of the other N , 1 nodes.
Due to limited network resources, not all the messages can be sent/received
simultaneously. Accordingly, our objective is to determine a priori a schedule
which includes all the necessary information (such as the time to transmit and
receive, and the wavelength to be used). The schedule length, denoted by Ls , is
the time needed for all the messages to be received.
In this paper, we will consider two trac scheduling schemes, namely, nonpipelined and pipelined, as illustrated in Figure 1. More speci cally, assume that
the transmission rate on each wavelength is B bits per second. In non-pipelined
transmission, when it is node i's turn to transmit to another node s hops away,
(s = 4 in Figure 1), it transmits the entire message. Accordingly, MB +s  d seconds
are needed for the message to be received. During this period, those intermediate
nodes cannot transmit on the same wavelength On the other hand, in pipelined
transmission, all nodes can transmit on the same wavelength simultaneously. In
order to avoid collision, each node only sends a packet of p bits at a time, where
p
B  d, and hence, needs to send q packets for each message, where p  q = M.
In the remainder of the paper, we will examine non-pipelined and pipelined
trac scheduling schemes in more detail, determine optimal or near optimal
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Fig. 1. (a) Non-pipelined and (b) Pipelined transmission (the number on each message/packet denotes the destination node).
schedules for each scheme, and compare the performance of the two schemes in
terms of the schedule length as well as the network throughput.

3 Non-pipelined Scheduling
The maximum propagation time over all connections in the N-node unidirectional ring is (N , 1)  d, which will be denoted by tp . We will study non-pipelined
scheduling under the assumption that M is large relative to tp . A non-pipelined
schedule can be regarded as a sequence of rounds (i.e. super time-slots). In each
round, it is desirable to schedule as many all-optical connections as possible, one
for each message to be transmitted, in order to fully utilize the I/O capacity
of the transceivers, the bandwidth of the wavelengths, or both. A message is
transmitted over a connection only at the beginning of each round, and a node
will not send a new message on the same wavelength until the previous message
from this node has been received. To facilitate synchronization, the duration of
each round, R, is made equal to the sum of the message transmission time and
the maximum propagation delay, i.e. R = MB + tp . Accordingly, if the schedule
requires r rounds, then the schedule length Ls is the sum of r  R and any tuning
time.
Although message transmissions occur only at the beginning of each round,
the tuning of a transmitter (and receiver) may start immediately after a message
is transmitted (and received, respectively), and hence can overlap with message
propagation. More speci cally, given the tuning time , we may de ne tuning
delay  = 0 if   tp and  =  , tp if otherwise.

3.1 Negligible Tuning Delay
We start with the simple case where  = 0. To facilitate our presentation, a
connection is said to have stride s if a message is to be transmitted to a node s
hops away. Two connections with common end nodes (e.g. one from i to j and
the other from j to i) have complementary strides, s and N , s, and thus form
a circle and are scheduled in the same round to fully utilize the bandwidth of
one wavelength.
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Multiple circles are scheduled in the same round to fully utilize the bandwidth
of multiple wavelengths. The maximum number of circles that can be scheduled
in a round, however, is limited by both the number of wavelengths, K, and
the number of transceivers at each node, T. Accordingly, the theoretical lower
bound (TLB) on the schedule length depends on both K and T . Speci cally,
the TLB imposed by T is TLBT = d NT,1 e  R, and the TLB imposed by K
N N,
is TLBK = d K e  R [15]. The overall TLB is thus TLB(K; T;  = 0) =
maxfTLBK ; TLBT g.
(

2

1)

Single transceiver per node
We rst consider the case where T = 1. Assuming N is odd, one method
to enumerate all the connections is shown in Figure 2, in which a straight line
with an arrow from node i to node j is used to represent the circle involving
nodes i and j. Circles are grouped into virtual topologies (VTs) such that each
VT contains only parallel lines as shown in the gure. This way, there are N2,1
circles in each VT, and every node except one is involved in one circle in a
VT. There are N VTs in total, and they have similar patterns but contain
di erent connections. In general, rotating the connections in V Ti by j  1 nodes
clockwise results in V Tmod(i+j;N ) (where mod() is the modular function, which
will be omitted hereafter in the subscript of all V T's).
0

0

1
N-1

N-1

1

0

1

N-1

(N-1)/2
(N+1)/2
VT1

VT2

VTN

Fig. 2. Virtual topologies representing all the connections when N is odd.
Since T = 1, two circles can be scheduled in the same round only if they
do not involve common nodes. Given that each node is involved in at most one
circle in any VT, all the circles in one VT can be scheduled in one round as long
as K is large enough. If K is less than the number of circles in each VT, the
circles in one VT have to be scheduled in multiple rounds. Speci cally, any K
of the N 2,1 circles in a VT can be scheduled in one round. Let N 2,1 = mK + y.
N,
After m = b K c rounds (and a total of m  N rounds for the N VTs), there will
be y = mod( N 2,1 ; K) < K circles left in each VT. When y > 0, in order to fully
utilize the bandwidth, the circles left in di erent VTs can also be scheduled in
the same round if they do not involve common nodes.
Let x be the number of circles in each VT, y = mod(x; K), and z be the
number of VTs. An upper bound on the number of rounds needed has been
2

1
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obtained as [15],
f(x; z; K) =
8 x z
x  K, y = 0 (1)
<K
d yz ey
b yz cy
x
K, y > 0
: zb K cz + d K emod(z; y) + d K e[y , mod(z; y)] xx 
<K
Accordingly, the upper bound on the schedule length when T = 1 for an odd
N is UB(K; T = 1;  = 0) = f( N 2,1 ; N; K)  R. The case where N is even is
similar except that we have to consider connections having even strides and odd
strides (or circles formed by such connections) separately.
Note that the circles left can be packed recursively using a procedure which
we call \recursive packing procedure"[15]. The schedule length achieved using
the recursive packing procedure will be less than the upper bound given above.

Multiple transceivers per node
When T > 1 transceivers are used at each node, more circles may be scheduled in each round. A straightforward extension of the scheduling method proposed for the case of T = 1 is to combine T VTs to form a super-VT such that
the I/O capacity provided by the T transceivers per node can be fully utilized
by scheduling the circles in the super-VT in the same round when K is large
enough. Note that N may not be divided evenly by T , in which case, the remaining mod(N; T) VTs can be considered separately. As an example, when N
is odd (the case when N is even is similar), there are N 2,1  T circles within each
super-VT, and there are b NT c such super-VTs. Therefore,
N ,1  mod(N; T )
UB(K; T;  = 0) = [f( N 2, 1  T; b NT c; K) + d 2 K
e]  R

(2)

3.2 Non-negligible Tuning Delay
In this section, we consider the e ects of non-negligible tuning delay (i.e.  > 0)
on the schedule length for the simplest case where N is odd and T = 1. We derive
an upper bound under the most conservative assumption that any two consecutive transmissions by a node are always scheduled on di erent wavelengths. In
other words, we assume that a node always has to wait for  seconds before any
transmission (including the rst one).
Recall that after m rounds, there are y circles left in each VT, and the only
possible value of y that is larger than N4 is y = N 2,1 . In this case, each VT has
to be scheduled separately in one round. Since the I/O capacity is fully utilized
in each round by each VT, there has to be a delay of  before each round (except
the rst round with pre-tuned transceivers). Accordingly, the upper bound on
the schedule length is UB(K; T = 1; ) = N  R + (N , 1)  .
When y = 0, there are exactly m  K circles in each VT, and m rounds are
needed to schedule them. Let V Tih , where 1  h  m, represent the circles
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scheduled in round h for V Ti (see Figure 3(a) for an illustration of V T11, V T12 ,
V T21 and V T22 ). Note that V T11; V T12 ;    ; V T1m can be scheduled with no tuning
delay. However, since V T21 is obtained by rotating V T11 by one node clockwise, it
shares one common node with V T12 (and some common nodes with V T11 , but no
common node with V T11+k if k  2). This means that V T21 cannot be scheduled
until  seconds after V T12. If   (m , 2)R, the tuning delay can be hidden by
overlapping it with the rounds in which V T13 through V T1m are scheduled (see
Figure 3(b)). However, if  > (m , 2)R, the round for V T21 has to be delayed
for  , (m , 2)R seconds after the round for V T1m (see Figure 3(c)).
1
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Fig. 3. Non-pipelined scheduling with non-negligible tuning delay.
Summarizing the above discussion, an upper bound on the schedule length
when C = mK, where m  2, is:
UB(K; T = 1; ) =

N mR
  (m , 2)R, m  2 (3)
N  m  R + (N , 1)  [ , (m , 2)R]  > (m , 2)R, m  2
When 0 < y  N4 , the rst m  K circles in each VT can be scheduled in the
same way as described above. Afterwards, a similar method can be applied to
schedule the N  y circles left. By overlapping tuning of transceivers with as many
rounds as possible, the e ects of tuning delay can be reduced or even eliminated.

4 Pipelined Scheduling
Pipelined transmission allows a batch of N packets, one from each node, to be
transmitted on the same wavelength at the same time. These N packets are sent
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over connections with the same stride s (e.g. s = 4 in Figure 1(b)) such that they
will be received simultaneously. When multiple batches are to be transmitted on
the same wavelength, the transmission of the second or later batch can start
as soon as the previous batch is being received. Accordingly, when calculating
the time needed to send and receive multiple batches of packets on the same
wavelength, one may include the transmission time of the rst batch ( Bp ), and
omit that of all subsequent batches. Hereafter, in order to simplify our presentation, we will focus on the so-called sub-schedule length and the corresponding
sub-schedules. The former, denoted by L0s , is the time for each node to send to
(and receive from) every one of the other N , 1 nodes a single packet (instead of
q packets), excluding the time to transmit the rst packet. Based on the above
discussion, the schedule length, Ls , is equal to Bp + q  L0s (may be shorter if
several sub-schedules can be overlapped partially as to be discussed later).
In pipelined transmission, the behavior of every node is the same at any given
time. Accordingly, we will only need to consider how to schedule transmissions at
one node. In addition, even though a node cannot transmit (or receive) another
packet on the same wavelength in s  d seconds, the transmitter (or receiver) is
free to tune to a di erent wavelength to transmit (or receive) another packet.
However, when the tuning time  is relatively large, tuning a transceiver once
every packet time will result in a high overhead.
In the following discussion of pipelined transmission, we use the notion of
a time slot, whose duration is d seconds, instead of the notion of a round used
before. We will study pipelined transmission under the assumption that   d.
In particular, we will describe the following two approaches. One uses mixed
tuning and transmission slots by choosing p such that Bp +  = d. The other is
to use a separate slot for tuning followed by a slot for transmitting a packet of
d  B bits. Intuitively, the former approach is suitable when  is small compared
to d. When  is a signi cant portion of d, the latter may be more suitable.

4.1 Mixed Tuning and Transmission Slots
In this subsection, we study the rst approach whereby tuning and packet transmission can take place in one slot. When using this approach, the actual value
of  will have no e ect on the sub-schedule length (although the larger the ,
the smaller the p and the larger the q, and accordingly, the longer the schedule
length and the lower the throughput). We will rst study the case where T = K,
then extend the discussion to two other cases where 2  T < K and T = 1,
respectively.

The case where T = K
When T = K, each transceiver can be xed at a distinct wavelength, and
thus no tuning is needed except for initialization. Since the total time needed
for a node to send one packet to every other node is N (N2,1) slots on a single
N N,
wavelength, the TLB on the sub-schedule length is TLBp (T = K) = d K e d,
(

2

1)
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which may be achieved if all packet transmissions can be uniformly distributed
among K wavelengths.
Our idea for approaching the TLBp is to group the transmissions into phases
with a xed number of slots, Lp . More speci cally, on each wavelength, up to two
transmissions with strides s and Lp , s can be scheduled in each phase. Figure 4
shows an example schedule with Lp = N = 17 slots, where each row corresponds
to a wavelength, and each arrowed line segment corresponds to a connection with
a speci c stride. In this example, TLBp (T = K = 4) = 34  d, which is achieved
in two phases since the sub-schedule length is L0s = 2  Lp  d = 34  d.
START

λ4
λ3
λ2
λ1

END
8

13

s=4
3

14
15

2
16

1

9

7

10
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11

5

12

T=K

Phase 1

Phase 2

Fig. 4. An example of pipelined scheduling (N = 17, T = K = 4).
Note that in some cases, combining connections with strides s and N , s to
form phases with Lp = N may not be appropriate. In general, the appropriate
value of Lp depends on N and K as to be discussed next. In order to nd an
ecient sub-schedule, we rst determine how big K needs to be.

Theorem 1. At most d N e wavelengths are needed for scheduling pipelined trans2

missions when T = K .
Proof. Since the largest s is N , 1, the sub-schedule length cannot be shorter

than N , 1 slots. Without loss of generality, assume that the connection with
stride N , 1 is scheduled on wavelength 1 . Let (s1 ; s2; i ) denote that two
connections with strides s1 and s2 are scheduled on wavelength i , where 2 
i  K. A straightforward way to schedule the remaining N , 2 connections
is (1; N , 2; 2); (2; N , 3; 3);   , and so on. This sub-schedule requires d N2 e
wavelengths in total, and the sub-schedule length achieved is (N , 1)  d, the
shortest schedule possible.
ut
Note that the proof above also implies an optimal sub-schedule for the case
where K = d N2 e, which is accomplished in one phase with a length of Lp =
N , 1 slots. When K < d N2 e, let N , 1 = 2mK + , where m = b N2,K1 c
and  = mod(N , 1; 2K). It turns out that the sub-schedule length L0s will be
minimized if each phase has a length of Lp = N +  slots[14]. The resulting
sub-schedule is illustrated in Figure 5, where each number inside the squares
denotes the stride of a connection, and an arrow indicates the direction at which
the strides increase.
From Figure 5, it is clear that when T = K, an upper bound on the subschedule length is,
UBp (T = K) = [m(N + ) + ]  d
(4)
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Fig. 5. One heuristic sub-schedule in pipelined transmission.
and the upper bound on the schedule length is thus simply Bp +q  UBp (T = K).
In the next two subsections, we will only consider K < d N2 e because when
K = d N2 e, m = 0 and the N , 1 connections can always be scheduled in the
same way as the last  connections, as to be described next.

The case where 2  T < K
When 2  T < K, in order to use all the wavelengths available, a transmitter

has to transmit on di erent wavelengths in an interleaved way. Speci cally, it
has to transmit one packet on one wavelength at the beginning of one slot, and
then another packet on another wavelength at the beginning of another slot, and
so on. Since each transmitter interleaves among d KT e wavelengths, d KT e, 1 more
slots are needed to send a packet on each of the K wavelengths comparing with
the case where T = K. Intuitively,
TLBp (2  T < K) = TLBp (T = K) + (d K
(5)
T e , 1)  d
We now consider how to modify the sub-schedule in Figure 5 to approach the
above TLBp . First, we divide the K wavelengths into d KT e groups such that the
ith group, where 1  i < d KT e, contains the following T wavelengths, K ,(i,1)T ,
K ,(i,1)T ,1,   , K ,iT +1 , and the last group (i.e. the d KT e-th group) contains
only mod(K; T) wavelengths, namely, mod(K;T ) , mod(K;T ),1 ,   , 2 , 1. Let
the T transmitters transmit on the rst group of wavelengths at the beginning
of each phase, and then on the second group, and so on. Note that there will be
two transmissions of complementary strides on each wavelength in each phase.
The rst transmissions in phase 1 on the wavelengths in group i (1  i  d KT e)
will be delayed for i , 1 slots relative to the case where T = K (see Figure 6(a)).
If we denote by DT (k) the delay of the rst transmission on k in phase 1, where
1  k  K, we have, DT (k) = d K ,Tk+1 e , 1.
In fact, the rst m phases in the sub-schedule in Figure 5 can be simply
modi ed by delaying every transmission on k by DT (k) slots. This is possible,
or in other words, the resulting sub-schedule is valid, because of the following
theorem (whose proof is omitted).
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3

2

1
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Fig. 6. (a) Phase 1 when 2  T < K (left) and (b) Schedule of the remaining 
connections when 2  T < K and K <  < 2K (right).

Theorem 2. In the modi ed sub-schedule, at most T packets are transmitted
and received simultaneously by a node in the rst m phases.

We can schedule the remaining  (where 0 <  < 2K) connections, in the
order of decreasing strides, as follows. When K <  < 2K, we schedule the
rst K of them on K through 1 , and the remaining  , K of them on 2K ,
through K ,1 (see Figure 6(b)). In this way, the connection that ends last is the
one with stride  , K, which is scheduled on 2K , with a delay of DT (2K , )
slots. When 0 <   K, we schedule the  connections on  through 1 .
Accordingly, the connection with stride  ends last on  with a delay of DT ()
slots. The overall delay relative to the case where T = K for di erent  is thus:
8
< DT (2K , ) K <  < 2K
DT = : DT ()
0<K
(6)
DT (1)
=0
and based on Eq. (4), the modi ed sub-schedule will have a length of
UBp (2  T < K) = [m(N + ) +  + DT ]  d
(7)
Note that in the above sub-schedule, when  = 0, transmission on the rst
group of wavelengths (containing K ) starts and ends earlier than that on the
last group (containing 1 ) by DT (1). Accordingly, when the sub-schedule needs
to be repeated (e.g. in order for each node to send multiple packets to every
other node), two consecutive sub-schedules can overlap with each other partially
just as the two phases do in Figure 6(a). As a result, the schedule length is only
DT (1) (instead of q  DT (1)) longer than the schedule length when T = K. Even
when  > 0, it is possible for two consecutive sub-schedules to overlap partially,
and hence, the overall schedule length when T < K will be increased by less
than q  DT when compared to the schedule length when T = K.

The case when T = 1
We may rst derive the following by extending Eq. (5),
TLBp (T = 1) = TLBp (T = K) + (K , 1)  d

(8)
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However, we cannot simply extend the interleaved scheduling method proposed for the case where 2  T < K, which will cause multiple transmissions
(and receptions) to start at the same time when T = 1. A possible solution is
to reverse the order at which the wavelengths are interleaved. That is, we will
let the transmitter transmit on 1 rst, 2 next, and so on (at the beginning
of each phase), which results in D1 (k) = k , 1 (instead of K , k). In short, as
long as  > K , 2, the rst m phases (phases 1 through m) outlined in the
sub-schedule shown in Figure 5 can be modi ed by delaying every transmission
on k by D1 (k) slots. However, if   K , 2, only phases 2 through m can
be modi ed this way, and the connections scheduled in phase 1, together with
the remaining  connections, will be scheduled using a heuristic method. One
such heuristic method, for example, is to consider the connections in the order
of decreasing stride, and try to schedule each connection as soon as possible.

4.2 Using Separate Tuning and Transmission Slots
When T < K and the tuning time  is a large portion of d, it makes more sense
to use a separate slot for tuning of transceivers. Obviously, the (sub-)schedule
length will be longer than that when  = 0. However, the (sub-)schedule length
is the same for any 0 <  < d as long as a dedicated slot is used for tuning.
The heuristic method mentioned above for the case when T = 1 can be
modi ed to ensure that each transceiver has a slot for tuning before transmitting/receiving a packet on a di erent wavelength. Note that, when adopting this
approach, it is implied that not every slot for packet transmissions has to be
preceded by a tuning slot. In addition, the ratio of time used for transmission
over that used for tuning could be larger. Accordingly, a better performance than
that obtained by using mixed tuning and transmission slots may be obtained as
to be shown next.

5 Numerical Results
In this section, we present some results on the schedule length (Ls ) and throughput, which is N (NL,s1)M , achieved in non-pipelined and pipelined scheduling. By
default, we assume that B = 10 Gbps (equivalent to OC-192) and M = 100
Mbits (accordingly, the default message time is MB = 10ms). In addition, N = 19
and d = 50s (accordingly, the distance between two adjacent nodes is 10 km,
and the maximum delay tp is 900s).
Figure 7(a) shows the schedule lengths achieved, as a function of T and K,
with all other parameters set to their default values (note that, the results are
applicable to any   900s since  will be 0). As can be seen, in most cases,
the TLB is achieved, and can be closely approached otherwise. In addition, as
long as K  N2 , there is no need to use more than T = 1 transceivers per node
since the schedule performance will not be improved.
The throughputs in non-pipelined transmission scheduling when T = 1 and
 = 5s is shown in Figure 7(b) for di erent values of M and d. Curve (1) shows
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Fig. 7. Non-pipelined scheduling: (a) Schedule lengths achieved using the recursive
packing procedure when  = 0; (b) Throughput achieved for di erent values of M and
d when T = 1 and  = 5s.
the maximum throughput that would be achieved if both the propagation delay
and tuning delay were ignored. When propagation delay is considered, one needs
to have a large ratio of message time over tp (or MB >> tp ) in order to achieve
a high throughput. For example, curve (2) shows that, with the default M and
and  = 0 (since
d, and accordingly, the ratio of message time over tp is 100
9
 < tp ), a high throughput can be achieved. In fact, our results (not shown)
indicate that the same throughput can be achieved when both M and d (and
thus the message time and tp , respectively) are reduced proportionally, e.g. by
100 times (i.e. to M = 1 Mbits and d = 0:5s), as long as  remains 0. However,
having a large ratio of message time over tp is not sucient for achieving a high
throughput. For example, if we reduce the two by too much, e.g. 1000 times, that
is, to d = 0:05s (and M = 100 kbits), we have  = 4:1s and consequently,
the throughput will be much lower as shown by curve (3). Note that, if we keep
the same M (e.g. to 100 kbits) but increase d to 0.5s to make  = 0, the ratio
decreases and consequently, an even lower throughput will be achieved (see curve
(4)) since the propagation delay is increased.
Figure 8(a) shows the schedule lengths achieved using pipelined scheduling
with the same default settings of the parameters as in Figure 7(a). Since  = 0,
we have set p = d  B and q = Mp . Based on the discussion in Section 4, we
have limited the number of wavelengths to be less than d N2 e. Note that, only
TLBp (T = K) is shown in Figure 8(a) since the TLB on the schedule length
for any given T is almost the same when K  d N2 e (however, unlike in nonpipelined scheduling, increasing the number of transceivers, e.g. from 1 to 2, will
reduce the schedule length in pipelined scheduling). The results show that the
TLB is closely approached. In addition, pipelined scheduling results in a shorter
schedule length than non-pipelined scheduling.
The throughputs achieved in pipelined scheduling for various  (and T and
K) with the default settings of all other parameters (and an appropriate p and q)
are shown in Figure 8(b). For the purpose of making comparisons, non-pipelined
throughput for any T (up to K = 10) and any 0    d (or any   tp ) is also
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 = 0; (b) Throughput for

shown as curve (2). Note that this curve is the same as curve (2) of Figure 7(b),
even though the latter is for T = 1 and  = 5s.
As can be seen from curve (1), when T = K, (and hence with any tuning
time), pipelined scheduling achieves a higher throughput. Note that, based on
Figure 8(a) and related discussion, it is also conceivable that with a large T
and a small , pipelined scheduling can achieve a higher throughout than nonpipelined scheduling. In fact, curve (3) shows that even when T = 1 (as long as
 = 0), the pipelined throughout can be higher when K  6.
On the other hand, curves (4) through (6) show that pipelined throughput
can be lower than non-pipelined throughput when T is small (e.g. T = 1) and  is
non-zero. These results also show that in such cases, the approach corresponding
to curve (4), which combines tuning (5s) and packet transmission (45s) in
one slot (50s), is better when  is small, but the other approach which uses a
separate slot for tuning is better when  is large (e.g. 25s).

6 Conclusion
In this paper, we have studied the problem of scheduling non-pipelined and
pipelined transmissions for uniform trac in unidirectional WDM rings, taking
into consideration of a limited number of wavelengths, K, a limited number of
transceivers per node, T, and their tuning time . We have determined the TLBs
on the schedule length, and proposed scheduling methods which can achieve
optimal or near optimal schedules for various cases. We have also found that
in general, pipelined scheduling is more suitable if T is equal (or close) to K
or  is small relative to the propagation delay between the two adjacent nodes
(which limits the size of the packets in pipelined transmission), but otherwise,
non-pipelined scheduling is more suitable especially if message size (M) is large
relative to tp , the maximal propagation delay in the ring network. Our results
can also be used to determine the amount of resources (e.g. K and T ) for a given
throughput requirement to achieve cost-e ectiveness.
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